
Caodaism and Freemasonry:  Brotherhoods with similarities.  

The universe is but one great city, full of beloved ones, divine and human, by 
nature endeared to each other. 

Epictetus 
Greek (Phrygian) philosopher (55 - 135) 

Definitions of terms used: 
Caodaism: refers to the religion. Dao Cao Dai (referred to in English as Caodaism) 
whichmeans The Way of ‘Cao Dai’.  

Caodai:  (pronounced Cow-dye) refers to followers or adherents of Caodaism. 

Cao Dai: (two words) means high palace andrefers to the home of principal or supreme 
deity of Caodaism. 1 

Introduction: 
This paper was inspired by an interesting article on Caodaism in Geo magazine. 2  
Emblazoned on its page in bright colour was the all seeing eye. - Figure a. 

Themany similarties between Caodaismand Freemasonry’s universality and 
multiculturalism make the link worthy of research for me and hopefully of interest to 
others.  

This paper is not designed to expressany views on either the merits or demerits of 
Caodaism.  Rather, to highlight parallels and connections between Caodaism and 
Freemasonry that make interesting reading and perhaps allow an extension of our daily 
advancements.  In many respects this also leads to a greater understanding of humanity 
living under its canopy of diversity. 

The paper explores the concepts of Brotherhood and Brotherly Love, provides a 
background on the historical formation of Caodaism, Vietnamese Freemasonry and 
some of its members, the French Connection, the Masonic Connection, some parallel 
connections, and concludes with a modern-day brief summary of Caodaism. 

The noble effort of Caodai is to unite humanity through a common vision of the 
Supreme Being, whatever its minor differences, in order to promote peace and 
understanding throughout the world.  

Background: 
The July 2008, the population of Vietnam was 86.1 million.  Within the boundaries of 
this country of 331,114 square kilometres there are 54 ethnic groups.  Each group has a 
unique culture.  Belief systems are therefore diverse; each ethnic group has its own 
language and 24 have unique writing systems.3  The present Vietnamese writing system 
originated in the 17th century when a group of European missionaries represented by 
Alexandre de Rhodes introduced characters based on Latin letters.4  Since then, the 

                                                 
1http://www.religioustolerance.org/caodaism.htm 

2    Gorman Sarah ‘Vietnam’s Maverick Cult’ 1993 Geo: Volume 15 No 2: 41-49 
3   http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/4130.htm 
4   Chinese letters were used in Vietnam for a thousand-year period until the beginning of 20th century. 
Alexandre de Rhodes (born at Avignon in 1591; died at Ispahan, Persia, in 1660), spent six years in 



writing system has developed and improved to the point of becoming the official form 
of lettering in Vietnam during the early 20th century.  This was due to the tireless efforts 
of Freemason Nguyen Van Vinh.  Since gaining independence, Vietnam has used the 
lettering as the country’s main writing system. 

The Vietnamese people have a time honoured tradition of practicing the variety of 
beliefs that exist in this nation. The main religions are Buddhism, Christianity, Caodaism, 
HoaHao and Islam. 

 

Figure: a. 

What is a Brotherhood? 
This is not an easy question to answer.  From an all-inclusive perspective and for the 
purposes of clarity some words relating to an answer include: 

Socialising 
Support 
Networking 
Communities 
Unity 
Harmony and living harmoniously; 

However it can be summed up simply as Do unto others as you would like them to do unto you 
although this can be open to interpretation by different people who possess and practice 
values and have different standards of behaviour. 

With a little guidance and teaching people can be assisted to appreciate the viewpoint of 
others, which allows them an alternative set of choices.  In this sense an organisation that 
forms a brotherhood and has some form of universal understanding can teach and offer 
assistance when advice or direction is sought.  

When an organization calls itself a “brotherhood”it can term each of its members as 
brothers but does this mean those outside of the brotherhoodare brethren?  I believe 
that this is not so because there is a very different relationship between freemasons and 
                                                                                                                                            
Vietnam (1624 - 1630) as a catholic mission, and did a lot to introduce a system of Roman writing into 
Vietnamese language. Continuing the efforts of Portuguese Jesuit missionaries like Francisco de Pina, 
Gaspar d’Amaral, and Antonio Barbosa, to Romanise the Vietnamese language, Alexandre de Rhodes 
published the first Catholic Vietnamese Catechism and the first Vietnamese - Latin - Portuguese dictionary 
(Rome, 1651). This writing system is called “quocngu” (national language). 
http://rarfaxp.riken.go.jp/~dang/rhodes_motive.html 



non-freemasons.  This does not exclude freemasons or allow any excuse to not behave in 
accordance with honesty and integrity to non- freemasons.   There are many 
“brotherhoods” in existence and to define the term explicitly would be the basis of a 
paper in itself.  

Caodaism has a universalistic approach, as expressed by a sign hung from the ceiling in 
front of the altar: 

Van GiaoNhat Ly:  All religions have the same reason. 

Caodaistswelcome people from other religions and regard Caodai as a universal group of 
followers.  Although within different organisations, teachings and practices differ in 
many aspects, we Freemasons aspire to attain similar goals and achieve an end result 
which is beneficial to humanity. 

Freemasonry’s members are concerned with moral and spiritual values, self-
improvement, and helping their communities with charitable endeavours.  It is a 
Brotherhood of man, under the fatherhood of God but closed to the outside world and 
only entered through the doorway of initiation.  

Brotherhoods can be many and varied in what they are endeavouring to achieve however 
Freemasonry as a universal organisation strives for peace, love and harmony. 

I have no problem with the peace and harmony; however, we use a term that I believe 
needs to be unbundled a little in order that we can gain a better understanding of it.   

Brotherly Love. 
Every Freemason knows this is one of the three principles and tenets of our fraternity; 
however the word ‘Love’ poses a problem for some. 

One is able to love anything, whether it beanimate or inanimate.  People love cars, 
travelling, hobbies, pets and any item that they are desirous of wanting.  In this context, 
love becomes part of the materialistic world. 

In order to demonstrate love,one must show care and find a way to express that love.  
Caring and loving are very closely related but alas, they can are poles apart when it comes 
to practical implementation in the face or reality.  For instance the term ‘love-child’is 
given to children born out of wedlock:  but has that child been conceived by parents who 
will care for it or is it created and placed on the globe as a wretched child – doomed 
from conception for various reasons? 

What is love?  Scientists view it as a biochemical phenomenon or a behavioural by-
product of evolution.   

In the article Is Love Just a Chemical Cocktail? Larry Young, professor of Neuroscience at 
Emory University, attempts to define love in chemical terms. Young contends that love 
is a result of chemical reactions within the brain. Asserting that human emotion and 
behaviors have evolved from those found in the animal kingdom, Young argues that 
maternal love among a woman and her child is not that different from that of a monkey 
or chimpanzee. In which case, he rationalizes that maternal love can be understood as a 



result of the mammalian hormone oxytocin being released into the brain.5This can also 
be attributed to the actions of pheromones. 6 

This has been a view that dates even back to the medieval story of Isolde and Tristan. 7 

Love and hate are partners, but in Freemasonry we know that if we cannot express 
Brotherly Love then what alternativeisthere?  “Brotherly Hate”?   I think not.   

The love/hate relationship is very closely interwoven and therefore another word is 
needed to express this tenet.   

By caring, one is demonstrating the greatest gift possible and making the highest 
expression of humanity to humanity.  By caring and acting accordingly, a person gives to 
humanity the gift of caring.  If a house is built with care the builder can be justly proud.  
If there is a failure to care, despite making a real and genuine attempt, the efforts are not 
in vain because the rewards that spring from caring create energies to bring about 
positive change. 

Expressing care is not just feeding the hungry and caring for orphans, widows, the aged 
and infirm.  To care is to demonstrate kindness, affection and a consideration for others.  
The true carer must also possess a heart that feels for the sufferings of others and a 
genuine and humane desire to relieve suffering to the point of self-denial.  

Practicing or adopting an attitude of caring and providing assistance toward all forms of 
life indicates someone has aspired and truly achieved.  Caring, understanding, assisting 
are attributes of which every member of humanity can be justly proud.  How often is it 
said how caring a particular doctor is?   These words I believe are expressed with true 
feeling. 

Historical Formation of Caodaism: 
Caodaism was founded by Ngo Van Chieu, who claimed in 1919 to have received a 
message during a séance that God would make himself known with a new name: Cao 
Dai.  

                                                 
5http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v457/n7226/full/457148a.html#a1 and   
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/01/13/science/13tier.html?em 

 

 
6
A pheromone (from Greek φέρω phero "to bear" + hormone from Greek ὁρµή - "impetus") is a 

chemical signal that triggers a natural response in another member of the same species. There are alarm 
pheromones, food trail pheromones, sex pheromones, and many others that affect behavior or physiology. Their use 
among insects has been particularly well documented. In addition, some vertebrates and plants 
communicate by using pheromones. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pheromone 

7Isolde, daughter of a King of Ireland, is betrothed to King Mark of Cornwall. She is depressed about her 
coming nuptial expectations with the elderly Mark, but Isolde‘s mother has the solution. She gives a bottle 
of love potion to the girl’s serving woman, Brangraine, with strict instructions to keep it safe until they 
reached Cornwall. It is then to be given to Isolde on her wedding night. Meanwhile, a young man is 
arriving in Ireland. He is Tristan, nephew of Mark, sent to escort Isolde back to Cornwall.  So Isolde and 
her escort sail away from Ireland on an overcast sultry day. The passengers are uncomfortable, 
complaining of heat and sweating, so Isolde dispatches a servant below for drinks.  But the first bottle he 
puts his hand upon, as fate would have it, is the flask of love potion! 

Heedless of the contents, Isolde politely offers some to her escort, and as she and Tristan each take a sip, 
they fall at once and forever in love. 



He was soon joined by converts and one who played a major role in 1926 was Pham 
Cong Tac, who became the leader in that year; the same one in which the French 
Colonial government recognised the religion.  The following year, an elaborate temple 
was built at Tay Ninh. 

Dr Janet Hoskins summed up the background in an interview when she stated: 

Caodaism was born in French Indochina, at the meeting between East Asian 
traditions of Buddhism, Taoism and Confucianism and European forms of 
Christianity, Freemasonry and secular humanism. Since its first leaders were 
colonized intellectuals, the specific reconciliations that Caodaism was formed to 
address were a healing from the wounds of colonialism, the scars left by Cold 
War divisions, and the trauma of the loss of country, exile and immigrant 
identity.8 

The Fundamental Principles of Caodaism: 
Moral perspective: 
The teachings of Caodaism remind people of their duties towards themselves, family, 
society and humanity. 

Ethical perspective: 
Caodaism encourages people to renounce their attachment to the material world, while 
still maintaining a balance between their duties to humanity and the planet, whilst 
practising the following of The Way.  

Spiritual perspective: 
Caodaism confirms, in harmony with all religions, the existence of souls and the spirit 
world.  It offers a step-by-step path that leads to full spiritual completeness.  

Vietnamese Freemasonry 
French Christian missionaries arrived in Vietnam in the early 1700s and thousands of 
Vietnamese converted to Catholicism.  In 18869, The Grand Orient of France established 
the first Craft Lodge in Vietnam however my researches have indicated that this could 
have been as early as 22nd of October 1868 10 and many others followed.   

 LODGE NAME: TRANSLATED LOCATION: DATE SPONSOR: 

                                                 
8Dr.Janet Hoskins. Professor of Anthropology at the University of Southern California. June 8, 2008.      
http://english.hoithanhngoaigiao.org/index.php?view=article&catid=35:Various%20Essays&id=76:intervi
ew-with-dr-janet-hoskins&tmpl=component&print=1&page= 
9White ME inFreemasonry In Vietnam: states the date as 10th September 1886. 

www.masonictravels.com/2006/07/freemasonry-in-vietnam.html 
10   Refer to:  

Gould: RF: The History of Freemasonry: (Edinburgh T.C. & E.C. Jack, Grange Publishing Works), Volume III 
Page 339:Established by Warrant of the Grand Orient of France 22nd October 1868. 

Gould: RF&Hughan: WJ: Library of Freemasonry: (London, Philadelphia, Montreal John C Yorston 
Publishing Company,. 1911). Volume IV P 143,.Cochin-China: In this French dependency, a Lodge - Le Reveil de 
l’Orient – was established by warrant of the Grand Orient of France, October 22, 1868. 

Mackey AG, Clegg RI, Haywood H LeR: (Kessinger Publishing, 1946)P483: Indo-China, French: Southeast of 
Asia and south of China, including the protectorates of Annam, Tonking and Cambodia, the colony of Cochin-China and 
part of the Laos country. At Saigon, Cochin-China the Grand Orient of France established a Lodge in 1868. Le Reveil de 
l’Orient. 

 



NAME FORMED: 

1 Le Reveil de l’Orient Awakening in the East Saigon 
22nd 
October 
1868 + 

GOoF 

2 La FraterniteTonkinois 
The Tonkinese 
Brotherhood 

Hanoi 
9th 
September 
1886 

GOoF 

3 L’Etoile du Tonkin The Star of Tonkin Haiphong. 
21st July 
1892 

GOoF 

4 
Les Fervents du Progres 
* 

The Enthusiasts of 
Progress 

Saigon 
16th April 
1913 

GOoF 

5 L’Avenir Khmer ** Future Khmer Phnom Penh 1906 GOoF 

6 La Ruche de l’Orient 
Beehive of the Orient 
401 

Saigon 
19th June 
1908 

GLoF 

7 
Lodge Les’Ecossais du 
Tonkin 

The Scots of Tonkin 
442 

Hanoi 
3rd March 
1912 

GLoF 

8 Les Abeillesd’Orient - Saigon - - 

9 
Les Fervents du 
Progrèsréunis 

- Saigon - - 

10 
La Fraternitéd’Extrême-
Orient 

- Saigon - - 

11 KhongPhouTseu Confucius of Saigon Saigon - - 

12 Ming Luen Tang - Saigon - - 

13 La Fraternité-Tolérance - Hanoi - - 

14 La LibrePenséed’Annam - Hue - - 

Table: a - Vietnamese Lodges. 

Key to Table a: 

*Later it was to merge with Le Reveil de l'Orient.**Cambodia'sl’Orient.**Cambodia’s 
first Lodge.GOoF  The Grand Orient of FranceGLoF  The Grand Lodge of France;  
+Refer Footnote 2;   

When the French were defeated at Dien Bien Phu in 1954 and the French military forces 
withdrew from Vietnam, all Masonic Lodges in the area ceased to operate.  They had lost 
the support and fraternalism which they had enjoyed for over 50 years.   

On 4th December 1966 it is reported:  



. . .   that 37 Master Masons belonging to 25 different Grand Lodges sent a 
petition to MW Raymond EWilmarth, Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of the 
Philippines, requesting a dispensation to form a Craft Lodge at Saigon. On 
January 4, 1967, MW Manuel Q Tinio granted this dispensation. The Lodge was 
approved by Grand Communication on April 23, 1969 and on June 6, 1969, MW 
Manuel M Crudo constituted Saigon No. 188, F&AM, Saigon, Republic of South 
Vietnam.  With permission to operate never being granted by the Vietnamese 
government, it was decided not to involve the local residents in the Lodge. Two 
Vietnamese Nationals eventually became members however. 

Not having a Lodge building, Saigon No 188 met in the homes of the Brethren. 
Later it was to assemble in the conference room of the BMK/BRJ Construction 
Company; and finally the Lodge rented the top floor of a three story apartment 
building in downtown Saigon. Here it remained until the fall of the country in 
1975. There is no known record of this Lodge meeting at the American Embassy 
as alleged.11 

Currently Freemasonry is not evident in Vietnam however Lodge HoaSen Lumière 
d’Asia, No. 1503 (French speaking) was founded in 2005 in Thailand with the intention 
to develop in Vietnam once conditions reach the point where Masonry is possible.12 

The French Connection: 
Following the formation of a number of Lodges under the sponsorship of the Grand 
Orient of France and the Grand Lodge of France, it is clearly evident the French were 
the only constitutions to developed Freemasonry in Vietnam.  This should be no surprise 
because they were the colonial power. 

Patrice Morlat, 13  who amongst other areas of study is an associate researcher for 
SEDET, is the source of information for the next section of the paper. 14  At Med Asia’s 
15 First Conference in September 2006, at Barcelona, he presented a paper Journey through 
the French Archives on Asia and two of the topics he spoke about were French 
Freemasonry under the heading of the French Masonic Archives.  He introduced the 
topic and gave a background of his observations.  I intend quoting the words of Patrice 
Morlat as referenced: 16 

                                                 
11     White ME. Freemasonry in Vietnam:http://www.masonictravels.com/2006/07/freemasonry-in-
vietnam.html 
12   http://www.thaifreemason.com/thailodges.htm 
13Morlat Patrice was born on 7 July 1951. A graduate of l’école Estienne, he began studying history in 
1975. 
14SEDET Societes en Developpementdansl'Espaceetdans le Temps (Developing Societies in Space and Time) wasfounded 
in 1982 following the merger of two teams of university research.  . http://sedet.dr2.cnrs.fr/ 
15French research and education about Asia.On the 18th June 2001, the RESEAU ASIE-Asia Network 
was created by an initiative taken by some researchers and supported by the Ministry of National 
Education, Higher Education and Research (MENESR), National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS), 
Foundation Maison des Sciences de l’Homme (FMSH), National Foundation of Political Science 
(FNSP),and School of Higher Studies in Social Sciences (EHESS).It brings and connects scholars, 
researchers, PhD students and experts together across fifty countries and cultural regions of East, Central, 
South Asia, including the Pacific Rims. This scientific community is estimated to have around 1 500 
persons in France. 
16    http://www.reseau-asie.com/cgi-
bin/prog/pform.cgi?PRINTMcenter=1&langue=en&Mcenter=article_standard&TypeListe=showdocID_
document=187 



I have personally worked on the archives of the Foreign Missions of Paris, rue du 
Bac, on those of the Grand Orient de France, rue Cadet, and finally on those of 
the Grande Loge de France. I will therefore paint you a quick picture of the 
situation. 

The Archives of the Grand Orient de France  
This collection is essential to grasp the nature of the Freemasonry in Indochina 
but also to immerse oneself into the political and social life of the colonial life. 
Indeed, the freemasons were deeply involved in the local colonial elections. They 
also provide very long reports to the conseil de l’Ordre de Paris on the colonial 
policy to be adopted in Indochina. There is particularly a very important dossier 
on the monopoly of the port of Saigon of 1924 which induced the rupture 
between the Vietnamese patriots and the colonial power. The collection is 
generally very extensive and still remains to be explored for the most part. 

The correspondence of the Indochinese Lodges with the Grand Orient de Paris 
is the most interesting of all. A large number of Governors General and senior 
civil servants of the Empire were Freemasons. Consequently, in Indochina, most 
of the Governors General, from their origins to Pierre Pasquier in 1928 were 
brothers with the exception of Sarraut in 1911 and 1917 who was Lowton, i.e. 
son of Freemason. Regarding this, the recriminations of the Lodges against the 
brother Governors General and often renegates to the Masonic cause are 
edifying. The conflict with the Foreign Missions is present everywhere. 

It is advisable to consult in the first place the Grand Orient file to know the list 
of brothers connected with the colonial period. This file destroyed by the Ordre 
in 1940 for reasons of security was reconstituted for the most part thanks to the 
Security works during the war anxious to track down the Freemasons.  

The archives are presented in the form of dossiers originating from the works of 
the Lodges. The Grand Orient had a dozen Lodges in Indochina. There are also 
an appreciable number of publications of the Indochinese Lodges. 

I have personally worked on the upkeep of the Lodges in the first thirty years of 
the last century:  

L’Etoile du Tonkin (Hanoi) : Archives de l’obédience in 6 dossiers  

La FraternitéTonkinoise (Hanoi) - archives de l’obédience in 10 dossiers.  

L’Avenir Khmer (Pnom-Penh) - Archives de l’obédience in 2 dossiers.  

La Fraternité-Tolérance (Hanoi)- archives de l’obédience in 1 dossier.  

La LibrePenséed’Annam (Hué) - archives de l’obédience in 2 dossiers.  

Les Fervents du Progrès (Saigon) - 2 documents.  

Les Fervents du Progrèsréunis - Saigon archives de l’obédience in 6 dossiers.  

Le Réveil de l’Orient (Saigon) -archives de l’obédience in 6 dossiers. 

The reception is very genuine and very friendly for the laymen thanks to the 
kindness and the competence of Pierre Mollier, the Director of the Archives of 
Grand Orient. The room is decent and the photocopies are free of cost. I spent 



six pleasant months of my life there for research. Once again thank you 
everyone! 

The Archives of the Grande Loge de France 
Situated close to place de Clichy, this collection is interesting for it is 
complementary to that of the rue Cadet but difficult to consult because itis still 
badly listed, with a reading service leaving room for more improvement. It is 
especially useful because it is the only place where one can find information on 
the Vietnamese and Cambodian brothers. Indeed, the Grand Orient used to 
refuse, unlike the Grande Loge de France and the DroitHumain, to initiate 
women and the locals. We do not find any inventory of the archives meant for 
the researcher. Reading is done on the site, in the premise where the dossiers are 
stored. It is therefore not as practical as the Grand Orient collection. 
Nevertheless I received a warm welcome.  

I examined the following archives:  

La Ruche d’Orient (Saigon) -Confucius (Saigon)  

Les Ecossais du Tonkin (Hanoi)  

Les Abeillesd’Orient (Saigon)  

La Fraternitéd’Extrême-Orient (Saigon)  

KhongPhouTseu (Confucius of Saigon)  

Ming Luen Tang (Saigon). 

The  Masonic Connection: 

The Masonic Connection 

Influences within Colonial Vietnam and members/non-members of Caodaism: 

In Freemasonry we do not ask members their religious beliefs, however apart from 
admitting to a belief in a Supreme Being.  A member’s concept of a Supreme Being is undefined; it is left 
to the individual to preserve his own understanding according to his own religious traditions.  17 

For the purposes of subject material under the above heading all the information 
relevant to a member’s religious beliefs has been sourced from publicly available reports, 
books, websites and research journals and are appropriately referenced. 

Nguyen Van Vinh:  
Born at Phuong Duc in the northern province of Ha Dong on 15 June 1882, his parents 
were poor.  Education cost money so to earn money this boy of eight worked at a school 
for interpreters in Hanoi.  His labours were to pull a bamboo fan hung under the class 
ceiling to circulate fresh air.  He watched and listened to the French teacher and 
committed the lessons to memory. The teacher realised his natural talent and persuaded 
the school director to give him a scholarship. 

                                                 
17Freemasonry and Religion.  Pamphlet issued by Grand Lodges of: New South Wales & ACT, Victoria, 
Queensland,South Australia, Western Australia, Tasmania and New Zealand. 



At 14, he completed school and gained top marks.  He went on to become an excellent 
interpreter.  At age 20, he was appointed assistant French governor of BacNinh 
province.  At 24, he was sent to an exposition fair in Marseille.  He had been aware of 
the important role which the press could play in Vietnam in the modernising process, so 
on this trip he intended to learn as much as he could about the media.  

On his return to Vietnam in 1907, he devoted himself to journalism and established the 
first printing house in Hanoi and published Dang Co Tung Bao, the first newspaper in 
quocngu. 18 

In 1913 he founded the Dong Duong Tap Chi (The Indochina Journal), where one learned to 
use ‘quocngu’ to write literature. He was also the first Vietnamese author to translate 
French classical literature, such as Balzac, Victor Hugo, (who is a patron-saint of 
Caodaism) Alexandre Dumas, La Fontaine and Moliere into quocngu.  

Nguyen Van Vinh’s translation of Victor Hugo’s Les Misérables reveals his keen interest in 
social questions. His efforts helped Western knowledge and culture to dissipate through 
the population and facilitated the acceptance of quocngu by Vietnamese society.  In 1918 
quocngu was declared the official writing language of the country and Chinese characters 
were officially abolished.  

Despite all his achievements, de did not make enough from journalism or publishing and 
went bankrupt.  His properties were confiscated and he moved to Laos in search of gold, 
dying there on 2nd May 1936.   His body was found in a boat by a river at Sepole 
(southern part of Laos) with a pen and a notebook still in his hands. He was writing his 
last report.  His coffin was taken to Hanoi by train where a large crowd assembled in 
silence at the main gate to bid farewell to the man whose talent and tireless effort had 
made quocngu their official written language.He died of dysentery, poor and penniless. 

 

Figure: b. 

Pham Duy Ton, Pham Quynh (Freemason), Nguyen Van Vinh. (Freemason):  Delegates 
to the Colonial Exhibition of 1922 in Marseille, France.source: http://nguyentl.free.fr 

Nguyen Van Vinh was one of many who joined the anti-clerical and pro-Republican style 
of French Freemasonry practised in Indochina. 19   He joined when he returned to 
Vietnam in the 1920s and was a member of the Human Rights order of the Confucius 

                                                 
18  The Vietnamese Writing System - for more information on quocngu, see 

 http://www.cjvlang.com/Writing/writviet.html 
19   As quoted by: Christopher E. Goscha.  The  Modern Barbarian – Nguyen van Vinh and the complexity of 
colonial modernity in Vietnam.   
http://www.er.uqam.ca/nobel/r26645/documents/articles/NguyenVanVinh.pdf 



lodge (Tam Diem Khong Tu.) 20   Confucius Lodge organised a Masonic funeral 
ceremony in Nguyen Van Vinh’s honour and 3,000 attended.  

Nguyen Van Vinh was not the only Vietnamese national to join the Freemasons.  There 
were many others from what was termed the Vietnamese elite.  Whilst some French 
Masons baulked at admitting Vietnamese in light of their lack of evolution, the opening of 
Freemasonry’s doors to Vietnamese elites in the 1920s led to new intellectual exchanges 
and reflections on the development of Vietnam and its place within the colonial project. 
Others to join were:  

Pham Huy Luc (1928), Pham Quynh (1925),21 Bui QuangChieu22, Le Thuoc, and Duong 
Van Giao23 

Other Early Caodaists 
There are three other members of Freemasonry who were adherents of Caodaism 
however their affiliations are not known.   

Within Caodaism, the following three held positions of power and influence:  

Cao TrieuPhat: Leader of Minh Chon Dao and a Viet Minh military commander.  Cao 
TrieuPhat is buried at a site inside the Tay Ninh Holy Temple. In 1939 he joined the 
People Liberation Committee of Bac Lieu province. In October, 1946, he became a 
member of the Viet Minh National Assembly. In 1947, he formed the National Salvation 
Cao Dai to unify the 12 branches and established the Holy Temple in Dong Thap, within 
the Viet Minh controlled territory. For those contributions, the communist government 
rewarded him with a Second Resistance Medal. After the Geneva Agreement was signed 
in 1954, he chose to regroup in North Vietnam and died in 1955 in Hanoi. 

Nguyen Van Ca was a Pope of Minh Chon Ly which was a sect of Caodaism founded in 
1931.  In Caodaism a Pope is termed a Giao-Tong who is the Leader of the CuuTrung 
Da or Executive Body. 

Cao Si Tan: was a spirit medium at CauKho. 

Caodaism brought these secret societies out of the shadows and into the clear light of day (to 
quote a Franco-Vietnamese newspaper of the time, Echo Annamile), but also fused them 

                                                 
20   It was apparently also called the ‘Mixed International lodge’, which was the Vietnamese section of the 
larger Grand Orient lodge with an office in Hanoi. Page 
11.http://www.er.uqam.ca/nobel/r26645/documents/articles/NguyenVanVinh.pdf  
21 Pham Quynh: 1892 - 1945 is a culture, journalists, writers and the spirit of Nguyen Dynasty (Vietnam). 
He is the first to promote the National Language text and English - rather than small or French - to write a 
theoretical research. He has a brand name only, pen name: Flowers Road, Hong Nhan. 
http://translate.google.co.nz/translate?hl=en&sl=vi&u=http://vi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ph%25E1%25BA
%25A1m_Qu%25E1%25BB%25B3nh&sa=X&oi=translate&resnum=1&ct=result&prev=/search%3Fq
%3D%25E2%2580%25A2%2BPham%2BQuynh%26hl%3Den%26rls%3DDVXA,DVXA:2005-
41,DVXA:en 
22  Bui QuangChieu (1872-1945) is a political struggle demanding independence for Vietnam at the 
beginning of the 20th century.   
http://translate.google.co.nz/translate?hl=en&sl=vi&u=http://vi.wikipedia.org/wiki/B%25C3%25B9i_Q
uang_Chi%25C3%25AAu&sa=X&oi=translate&resnum=2&ct=result&prev=/search%3Fq%3D%25E2
%2580%25A2%2BBui%2BQuang%2BChieu%26hl%3Den%26rls%3DDVXA,DVXA:2005-41,DVXA:en 
23ThienTuong, ‘Duong ThieuThanhtu Hanoi den Bale Nguyen Van Vinh’ (From Hanoito Paris, Nguyen Van 
Vinh), Van Hoc (Saigon), No. 111 (September 1970), p. 37, andD, ‘Nguyen-van-Vinh’, p. 27.  Op cit Page 11. 

 



with the occult interests of Vietnamese employees of the French colonial state, who had 
been educated in French and experimented with the table tipping (xay ban) of Kardec-style 
European Spiritism. Other early Caodaists translated the works of French Orientalists 
like the “Taoist adventurer” Albert de Pouvourville, the Theosophical Society, and were 
initiated into Free Masonry’  24 

Some Parallels and Masonic/Caodaism significance: 
The visual symbol used in Caodaism for the Supreme Being is an all-seeing eye.  

The Caodai believe God has no name, and consider the use of the word God to be a 
divisive element among humanity. This is why they prefer the Most High and creator of all 
things.  25 

The All Seeing Eye reminds believers that the Supreme Being witnesses everything, 
everywhere, constantly. 

Similarities with Freemasonry are possibly reinforced by the influences of such people as 
Joseph Smith, a Freemason who founded Mormonism.  Caodaism is now a trans-
national religious movement and emphasis is placed on spirit messages from figures like 
the French writer Victor Hugo and the Joseph Smith. 

Some Caodaists argue a new Bible of spirit messages is needed to inspire American 
disciples.  The séances in San Jose from 1977 onwards are seen as presenting a new 
mandate from heaven for the religion to be practiced in other countries.  Joseph Smith is 
appreciated by American Caodaists because his revelations from the Angel Moroni are 
seen as part of a tradition of spiritism that includes Caodai.  Smith’s own background as 
a Freemason caused him to include many symbols like the all-seeing eye, the moon and 
stars in Mormon worship.  

Modern-day brief summary of Caodaism: 
Today Caodaist communities are spread across Asia into Cambodia and Japan, North 
America, Europe, and Australia and its believers number about five million.  Tourism has 
helped Caodai because the Tay Ninh temple is now a sought after tourist attraction in 
South Vietnam.  

In California,there are 26 Caodai temples with the largest congregations in Orange 
County and near San Jose. The community has started building a replica of Caodai’s 
most important temple in Riverside and has hopes to build meditation and study centers 
to attract more interest from the English-speaking community. 26 

Many different methods  of practicing Caodaihave developed over the last 80 years as it 
has spread around the world.  Due to its universiality all the methods are based upon the 
original religious organisation which is different to the Christian denominational aspect. 

                                                 
24 Nguyen HuuDac translated Pourvourville’s La VoixRationnelle as Dao Giao in 1935 (Jammes 2006: 
482), as well as transcribing spirit messages from Lao Tse at Hiep Minh pagoda, published in 1932. Cao 
TrieuPhat (Leader of Minh Chon Dao and a Viet Minh military commander) , Nguyen Van Ca (Pope of 
Minh Chon Ly) and Cao Si Tan (a spirit medium at CauKho) were all Free Masons (Jammes 2006: 167-
168, citing Dalloz 2002: 10). 
25Gobron: Gabriel: History and Philosophy of Caodaism. 1950.  Paris. Dervy. Page 172. 
26Presentation on CaoDai of Professor Dr.Janet Hoskins.http://www.caodai.org/pages/?pageID=14 



Conclusion: 
In our world we have great under the vast canopy within which we live and this paper is 
just one example.  The French Freemasons were influential in this area. 

At the time Freemasonry was practiced in Vietnam, two Brotherhoods with similar 
aspirations were worked in unison.  Even though there were a number of political and 
factional issues, for both organisations caring and assistance for the people was 
paramount in order to ensure that the efforts of all were to no avail. 

In this paper I have attempted to emphasise that two organisations through a common 
vision of the Supreme Being are endeavouring by their teachings to unite humanity and 
provide the Means of conciliating true Friendship among Persons that must have remain'd at a 
perpetual Distance.27 

I hope that you have gained that daily advancement and an insight that illustrates some 
parallels with Freemasonry. 

 

                                                 
27  “Concerning God and Religion”, Anderson’s Constitutions of 1723.  Woodford AFA, ed Kenning’s Masonic 

Cyclopaedia and Handbook of Masonic Archaeology, History and Biography.  (London: George Kenning, 

1878). p. 75 


